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for the polynomials Pn(x) as well as the seond order di�erene equation whih satisfy theother two polynomials Qm(x) and Rj(x).In this paper we will present an algorithm for omputing the above oeÆients, show-ing, as an example, the ase when the polynomials Pn(x), Qm(x) and Rj(x) are the threePohhammer and q-Pohhammer symbols. In both ases the solutions are given expliitly.The obtained expression an be used for solving more \ompliated" examples.The struture of the paper is as follows. In Setion 2, a general algorithm for �nding areurrene relation for the Lmjn, is presented. In Setion 3, two speial ases, of partiularimportane, are worked out, namely, the linearization of a produt of two q-Pohhammeror q-Stirling polynomials in terms of single q-Pohhammer or q-Stirling polynomials, re-spetively. Finally, some more ompliated examples involving the Charlier polynomialsand their q-analogues in the lattie x(s) = qs are presented.2 General algorithm for solving the linearization problem.In this setion we will present a general algorithm to �nd a reurrene relation for thelinearization oeÆients Lmjn in the expansionQm(x(s))Rj(x(s)) = m+jXn=0 LmjnPn(x(s)); x(s) = 1qs + 3; (2.1)where 1, 3 and q are onstants, Qm(x(s)) � Qm(s)q and Rj(x(s)) � Rj(s)q are polyno-mials whih satisfy a seond order di�erene equation of the forma(s)Qm(s+ 1)q + b(s)Qm(s)q + (s)Qm(s� 1)q = 0; (2.2)and �(s)Rj(s+ 1)q + �(s)Rj(s)q + (s)Rj(s� 1)q = 0; (2.3)respetively. A speial ase of suh polynomials are the q-polynomials of hypergeometritype [3, 22, 23℄, whih satisfy the di�erene equation�(s) 44x(s� 12 )5y(s)5x(s) + �(s)4y(s)4x(s) + �y(s) = 0;5f(s) = f(s)� f(s� 1); 4f(s) = f(s+ 1)� f(s) : (2.4)Obviously, the Eq. (2.4) is of the type (2.2) (y � Qm), witha(s) = �(s) + �(s)4 x(s� 12 ); (s) = �(s) 4(s)5x(s) ;b(s) = �4 x(s� 12 )4x(s)� a(s)� (s) : (2.5)Notie that when x(s) = 1qs + 3, 5x(s), 4x(s) and 4x(s � 12) are polynomials of �rstdegree in x(s), then, in this ase, the funtions a, b, , �, � and  in (2.2)-(2.3) arepolynomials of 2th degree at most. 2



In the following, we will use the operators T and I de�ned as followsT : IP! IPT p(s) = p(s+ 1) ; I : IP! IPIp(s) = p(s) :Using the above operators, we an rewrite the Eqs. (2.2)-(2.3) in the forma(s+ 1)T 2Qm(s)q + b(s+ 1)T Qm(s)q + (s+ 1)IQm(s)q = 0; (2.6)and �(s+ 1)T 2Rj(s)q + �(s+ 1)T Rj(s)q + (s+ 1)IRj(s)q = 0: (2.7)Other important examples of q-polynomials are the so-alled q-Pohhammer symbolsand the q-Stirling polynomials (see setion 3 of the present work for more details) whihsatisfy a �rst order di�erene equation of type (2.6)- (2.7).2.1 The fourth order di�erene equation for the polynomials Qm(s)qRj(s)q.Using the two equations (2.6) and (2.7), it is easy to prove that the polynomials u(s)q �Qm(s)qRj(s)q, satisfy a fourth order di�erene equation of the formL4u(s) � p4(s)T 4u(s)q + p3(s)T 3u(s)q + p2(s)T 2u(s)q + p1(s)T u(s)q + p0(s)Iu(s)q: (2.8)To prove this, we will follow the works [13, 14℄. The idea is the following. Sine (2.6)-(2.7),a(s+ 1)�(s + 1)T 2u(s) == [b(s+ 1)T Qm(s)q + (s+ 1)IQm(s)q℄ [�(s+ 1)T Rj(s)q + (s+ 1)IRj(s)q℄ ;whih an be rewritten asL2u(s) � a(s+ 1)�(s+ 1)T 2u(s)� b(s+ 1)�(s + 1)T u(s)� (s+ 1)(s+ 1)Iu(s) == b(s+ 1)(s+ 1) [T Qm(s)qIRj(s)q℄ + (s+ 1)�(s+ 1) [IQm(s)qT Rj(s)q℄ == l1(s) [T Qm(s)qIRj(s)q℄ + l2(s) [IQm(s)qT Rj(s)q℄ :Next, we hange in the last expression s! s+1, and substitute in the right-hand side theexpression T 2Qm(s)q and T 2Rj(s)q, using the Eqs. (2.6)-(2.7), respetively. This allowsus to rewrite the resulting expression in the formM3u(s) = m1(s) [T Qm(s)qIRj(s)q℄ +m2(s) [IQm(s)qT Rj(s)q℄ ;where M3 is a di�erene operator of third order (there is one term proportional to T 3), m1and m2 are known funtions of s. Repeating the same proedure, but now starting fromthe above equation we obtainN4u(s) = n1(s) [T Qm(s)qIRj(s)q℄ + n2(s) [IQm(s)qT Rj(s)q℄ :Then ������� L2u(s) l1(s) l2(s)M3u(s) m1(s) m2(s)N4u(s) n1(s) n2(s) ������� = 0 : (2.9)Expanding the determinant from the �rst olumn, the Eq. (2.8) holds.Remark: The above equation (2.9), and its proof, remains true for any lattie funtionx(s) and not only for the exponential lattie x(s) = 1qs + 3.3



2.2 The generalized linearization algorithmAs before, we will suppose that Qm(s)q and Rj(s)q satisfy the equations (2.6) and (2.7),respetively, and that Pn(s)q satisfy the so-alled struture relation in the exponentiallattie x(s) = 1qs+ 3 and a three-term reurrene relation. An example of the latest are,again, the q-hypergeometri orthogonal polynomials in the aforementioned lattie whihsatisfy the struture relation [4℄ (for the ase x(s) = qs see [6℄)[�(s) + �(s)4 x(s� 12)℄4Pn(s)q4x(s) = SnPn+1(s)q + TnPn(s)q +RnPn�1(s)q; (2.10)or, written in its equivalent form�(s)T Pn(s)q = n+2Xk=n�2Ak(n)Pk(s)q; �(s) = �(s) + �(s)4 x(s� 12); (2.11)as well as the three-term reurrene relation (TTRR)x(s)Pn(s)q = �nPn+1(s)q + �nPn(s)q + nPn�1(s)q; P�1(x) � 0; n � 0: (2.12)To obtain (2.11) from (2.10) we use the fats that 4x(s) is a polynomial of �rst degreein x(s) (whih is not valid in general for any lattie x(s)), �(s) + �(s) 4 x(s � 12) is apolynomial of degree two in x(s), and the TTRR (2.12).From the above expression (2.11), one easily obtains that�(s)�(s+ 1)T 2Pn(s)q = n+4Xk=n�4 ~Ak(n)Pk(s)q;�(s)�(s+ 1)�(s+ 2)T 3Pn(s)q = n+6Xk=n�6 Âk(n)Pk(s)q;�(s)�(s+ 1)�(s+ 2)�(s+ 3)T 4Pn(s)q = n+8Xk=n�8 �Ak(n)Pk(s)q: (2.13)
To obtain a reurrene relation for the linearization oeÆients we an do the following:Sine (2.8), L4Qm(s)q Rj(s)q = 0, then applying L4 to both sides of (2.1), we �nd0 = m+jXn=0 Lmjn�(s)�(s+ 1)�(s+ 2)�(s+ 3)L4Pn(x(s)):Taking into aount that L4 is a fourth degree operator with polynomial oeÆients, and
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using the struture relation (2.11) as well as (2.13) we �nd0 = m+jXn=0 Lmjn(p4(s) n+8Xk=n�8 �Ak(n)Pk(s)q + p3(s)�(s+ 3) n+6Xk=n�6 Âk(n)Pk(s)q++p2(s)�(s+ 2)�(s+ 3) n+4Xk=n�4 ~Ak(n)Pk(s)q++p1(s)�(s+ 1)�(s+ 2)�(s+ 3) n+2Xk=n�2Ak(n)Pk(s)q++�(s)�(s+ 1)�(s+ 2)�(s+ 3)p0(s)Pn(s)q);from where, and by taking into aount that �(s + k), k = 0; 1; 2; 3, is a polynomial ofdegree two in x(s) = 1qs + 3, as well as the TTRR (2.12) we obtain that the oeÆientsLmjn satisfy a reurrene relation of the formrXk=0 k(i; j; n)Lmj n+k = 0: (2.14)In general, the present algorithm may not give the minimal order reurrene for the lin-earization oeÆients. To get the order r minimal it is neessary to use more spei�properties of the families of polynomials involved in (2.1).Remark: Notie that the present algorithm also works in the ase when the produtQm(x(s))Rj(x(s)) satisfy a kth-linear di�erene equation with polynomial oeÆients (notneessary of order 4 as in (2.9)), so it an be used for solving more general linearization prob-lems, e. g., linearization problems involving the produt of three or more q�polynomials.3 ExamplesIn this setion we will work out some examples. For simpliity we will onsider the asewhen the involved polynomials Qm and Rj satisfy �rst order di�erene equations, i.e.,equation of the form (2.6) and (2.7) with a(s) = �(s) � 0.3.1 Linearization of a produt of two q-Pohhammer symbols.Let us de�ne the quantities (s)q by(s)q = qs � 1q � 1 = q s2�1[s℄q ; (3.1)and let [(s)q℄n, the q-Pohhammer symbol, be de�ned by[(s)q℄n = (s)q(s+ 1)q � � � (s+ n� 1)q = n�1Yk=0 qs+k � 1q � 1 : (3.2)5



Notie that [(s)q℄n is a polynomial of degree exatly equal n in qs. The polynomials [(s)q℄nsatisfy the following di�erene equation(s)q[(s+ 1)q℄n � (s+ n)q[(s)q℄n = 0 ; (3.3)and a reurrene relation(s)q[(s)q℄n � q�n[(s)q℄n+1 + q�n(n)q[(s)q℄n = 0: (3.4)Notie also that [(s)q℄n = (qs; q)n(1� q)n ; where (a; q)n = n�1Yk=0(1� a qk): (3.5)Obviously, in the limit q ! 1, the q-Pohhammer symbol [(s)q℄n, beomes into thelassial Pohhammer symbol (s)n = s(s+ 1) � � � (s+ n� 1).Sine the produt [(s)q℄i[(s)q℄j is a polynomial in qs, it an be represented as a linearombination of the single q-Pohhammer symbols [(sq)℄n. In partiular,[(s)q℄i[(s)q℄j = i+jXn=0Lijn(q)[(sq)℄n: (3.6)In order to to obtain the reurrene relation for the linearization oeÆients Lijn in(3.6) we apply the operator (s)2qT � (s+ i)q (s+ j)qI (3.7)to both sides of (3.6). Using formula (3.3) we obtain the following expression0 = i+jXn=0Lijn "�qs � 1q � 1 �2 T [(sq)℄n �  qs+i � 1q � 1 ! qs+j � 1q � 1 ! [(sq)℄n# : (3.8)Taking into aount the Eq. (3.3) for the q-Pohhammer symbol, we �nd0 = i+jXn=0Lijn[(sq)℄n "�qs � 1q � 1 � qs+n � 1q � 1 !�  qs+i � 1q � 1 ! qs+j � 1q � 1 !# == i+jXn=0Lijn[(sq)℄n [(s)q(s+ n)q � (s+ i)q(s+ j)q℄ :Next, we will rewrite the expression inside the quadrati brakets using the identity(s+ n)q = qn(s)q + (n)q;to obtain0 = i+jXn=0Lijn[(sq)℄n n(s)2q [qn � qi+j℄ + (s)q[(n)q � qi(j)q � qj(i)q℄� (i)q(j)qo ;6



from where, using Eq. (3.4), we arrive to the expressioni+jXn=0Lijnnq�2n�1[qn � qi+j ℄[(sq)℄n+2++ ��(n)q � qi(j)q � qj(i)q� q�n � (qn � qi+j) �q�2n�1(n+ 1)q + q�2n(n)q�� [(sq)℄n+1++ h(qn � qi+j)q�2n(n)2q � �(n)q � qi(j)q � qj(i)q� q�n � (i)q(j)qi [(sq)℄no == i+jXn=0Lijnnq�2n�1[qn � qi+j℄[(sq)℄n+2�� �q�n�1(n+ 1)q + qi+j�1�2n �1 + qn+j+1(j)q + qn+i+1(i)q � 2(n+ 1)q�	 [(sq)℄n+1��qi+j�2n �(n)q � qn+j(j)q� �(n)q � qn+i(i)q� [(sq)℄no = 0 :The above equation leads us to the following three-term reurrene relation for the lin-earization oeÆients Lijn AnLijn�2 +BnLijn�1 + CnLijn = 0; (3.9)whereAn = q�2n+3[qn�2 � qi+j ℄;Bn = �q�n(n)q � qi+j+1�n �q�j(j)q + q�i(i)q � q�n(n)q � q�n+1(n� 1)q� ;Cn = �qi+j �q�n(n)q � q�j(j)q� �q�n(n)q � q�i(i)q� ; (3.10)with the initial onditions Lij i+j+1 = 0 and Lij i+j = q�ij.To solve the above reurrene we apply the algorithm qHyper [1, 2, 25℄ whih allows usto �nd an equivalent two-term reurrene relation for the linearization oeÆients. Namely,Lijn+1 = � q�k�1(i+ j � n)q(i� n� 1)q(j � n� 1)qLijn; (3.11)so that, Lijn = (�1)i+j�nq i(i+1)+j(j+1)�n(n+1)2 [(�j)q℄i+j�n[(�i)q℄i+j�n(i+ j � n)q! ; (3.12)for n � max(i; j) and vanishes otherwise.Notie that, in the limit q ! 1, the above reurrene relations (3.9)-(3.11) transforminto a two-term reurrene relations for the standard Pohhammer symbols (s)n of the form(k � i� j � 1)Lijn�1 � (k2 � (i+ j)k + ij)Lijn = 0; Lij i+j+1 = 0; Lij i+j = 1;7



whih solution Lijn = 8>>><>>>: (�1)i+j+n(�j)i+j�n(�i)i+j�n(i+ j � n)! n � max(i; j)0 otherwise ;orresponds to (3.12) in the limit q ! 1.3.2 Linearization of a produt of two q-Stirling polynomials.Let us de�ne the q-Stirling polynomials or q-falling fatorials (s)[n℄q , by(s)[n℄q = (s)q(s� 1)q � � � (s� n+ 1)q = n�1Yk=0 qs�k � 1q � 1 (3.13)Also we will use the notation(s)[n℄q = (qs; q)[n℄(1� q)n ; (a; q)[n℄ = (1� a)(1 � aq�1) � � � (1� aq�n+1): (3.14)These quantities (sq)[n℄ are losely related to the q-Stirling numbers ~Sq(n; k); s�q(n; k)[30℄ by formulas (s)nq = nXk=0 ~Sq(n; k)(sq)[n℄; (s)[n℄q = nXk=0 s�q(n; k)(s)kq ; (3.15)and satisfy the following di�erene equation(s)q(s� 1)[n℄q � (s� n)q(s)[n℄q = 0 ; (3.16)as well as the reurrene relation(s)q(s)[n℄q � qn(s)[n+1℄q � (n)q[(s)q℄[n℄ = 0: (3.17)Again, sine the produt (s)[i℄q (s)[j℄q is a polynomial in x(s) = qs, it an be represented as alinear ombination of the q-falling fatorials (sq)[n℄. In partiular,(s)[i℄q (s)[j℄q = i+jXn=0 ~Lijn(q)(sq)[n℄: (3.18)To obtain the reurrene relation for the linearization oeÆients ~Lijn in (3.18) we applythe operator (s)2qT �1 � (s� i)q(s� j)qI (3.19)to both sides of (3.18) and do similar alulations as before but now using the equations(3.16) and (3.17), respetively. This leads us to the expressioni+jXn=0 ~Lijnnq2n+1[q�n � q�i�j℄(sq)[n+2℄++ �(n+ 1)q + qn�i�j [(j)q + (i)q � (n)q � (n+ 1)q℄	 (sq)[n+1℄��q�i�j [(n)q � (j)q ℄ [(n)q � (i)q℄ (sq)[n℄o = 0 ;8



whih allows us to obtain the following three-term reurrene relation for the linearizationoeÆients ~Lijn ~An ~Lijn�2 + ~Bn ~Lijn�1 + ~Cn ~Lijn = 0; (3.20)where ~An = q2n�3[q�n+2 � q�i�j℄;~Bn = (n)q + qn�i�j�1 [(j)q + (i)q � (n� 1)q � (n)q℄ ;~Cn = �q�i�j [(n)q � (j)q℄ [(n)q � (i)q ℄ ; (3.21)with the initial onditions ~Lij i+j+1 = 0 and ~Lij i+j = qij .Again, applying to the above reurrene relation the algorithm qHyper [1, 2, 25℄ we�nd that the oeÆients ~Lijn satisfy an equivalent two-term reurrene relation~Lijn+1 = q(i+ j � n)q(i� n� 1)q(j � n� 1)q ~Lijn; (3.22)so that, ~Lijn = qi+j+ij�n [(�j)q℄i+j�n[(�i)q ℄i+j�n(i+ j � n)q! ; for n � max(i; j); (3.23)and vanishes otherwise.We want to point out here that the above reurrene relation (3.20), as well as itssolution (3.23), an be obtained from the previous equations (3.9) and (3.12). In order todo that we use the identity (s)[n℄q = (�1)nq�n[(�s)q�1 ℄n; (3.24)and substitute it in (3.6). Comparing the obtained expression with (3.18) we �nd~Lijn(q) = (�1)i+j�nqn�i�jLijn(q�1) : (3.25)The above three-term reurrene relation (3.20) in the limit q ! 1, transforms into atwo-term reurrene relation for the lassial Stirling polynomials (s)[n℄ = s(s� 1) � � � (s�n+ 1), of the form(j + i+1� k)~Lijn�1� (k2� (i+ j)k+ ij)~Lijn = 0; Lij i+j+1 = 0; Lij i+j = 1; (3.26)whih have the solution~Lijn = 8>>><>>>: (�j)i+j�n(�i)i+j�n(i+ j � n)! n � max(i; j)0 otherwise ; (3.27)and that is in agreement with (3.23).
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Remark: To onlude this setion we want to remark that the method presented here anbe used also for solving the linearization problemf[(s)q℄igm = i+mXm=0Lmin(q)[(sq)℄n;or [(s)[i℄q ℄m = i+mXm=0 ~Lmin(q)(sq)[n℄;sine the the m�power of a q-Pohhammer or a q-Stirling polynomials satisfy a �rst orderdi�erene equation of the form(s)mq T f[(s)q℄igm � (s+ i)mq f[(s)q℄igm = 0; (s)mq T �1[(s)[i℄q ℄m � (s� i)mq [(s)[i℄q ℄m ;respetively. Then, it is easy to see that the orresponding reurrene relations for theoeÆients Lmin(q) and ~Lmin(q), are of degree at most m+ 1 (for the lassial ase see [18℄).3.3 Further examplesIn this setion we will show the usefulness of the obtained relations for solving some lineriza-tion formulas involving some lassial hypergeometri polynomials and their q-analogues.Classial Charlier polynomials.Firstly, we will obtain the linearization of a produt of two Stirling polynomials x[m℄x[j℄ interms of the moni Charlier polynomialsx[m℄x[j℄ = m+jXn=0 m;j;nC�n(x); (3.28)where the Charlier polynomials C�n are de�ned byC�n(x) = (��)n 2F0� �n;�x� ����� 1�� = xn + � � � : (3.29)Here pFq denotes the generalized hypergeometri funtionpFq� a1; a2; :::; apb1; b2; :::; bq ����x� = 1Xk=0 (a1)k(a2)k � � � (ap)k(b1)k(b2)k � � � (bq)k xkk! : (3.30)To obtain the expliit expression for the oeÆients m;j;n in (3.28), we will use theexpression (3.27) as well as the well known inversion formula (see, for example, [7℄)x[k℄ = kXn=0 knC�n(x); kn =  kn !�k�n: (3.31)Then, substituting (3.31) in x[m℄x[j℄ = m+jXk=0 ~Lmjkx[k℄;10



and interhanging the sums we obtainm;j;n = m+j�nXk=0 ~Lmj k+nk+n n:Substituting in the above expressions the Eqs. (3.27) and (3.31) for the oeÆients ~Lmj k+nand k+n n and making some straightforward alulations, we �nally obtainm;j;n =  m+ jn ! �m+j�n3F1 �m; �j; n�m� j�m� j ����� 1�!: (3.32)An analogous expression have been obtained in [7℄ by others means. Obviously, the samean be done for other hypergeometri polynomials (e.g. Hahn, Meixner and Kravhuk).Notie also that, sineCj (x) = jXk=0 ajkx[k℄; ajk = (�1)j(�j)kj�kk! ;then, multiplying (3.28) by ajk and taking the sum over k, we obtainx[m℄Cj (x) = m+jXn=0 lm;j;nC�n(x); (3.33)wherelm;j;n = (�)j�m�n jXk=0 m+ kn ! (�j)kk! ���k 3F1 �m; �k; n�m� k�m� k ����� 1�!:A similar result was obtained in [7℄ by a di�erent way.Notie also the �niteness of the last sum as well as the termination harater of theinvolved hypergeometri serie 3F1.q-Charlier polynomials.Next we will obtain some formulas for the linearization oeÆients involving a q-analogueof the Charlier polynomials �n(s; q) in the exponential lattie x(s) = qs [3, 4℄.These moni Charlier q-polynomials �n(s; q) are de�ned by(�)n (s; q) = �n(1� q)nqn2 2'0  q�n; q�s� ; q ; � qs(q � 1)�! == �n(1� q)nqn2 nXk=0 (q�n; q)k(q; q)k �k (s)[k℄q ; 1 < q < 1; 0 < � < 1 ; (3.34)
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where (s)[k℄q are the q-Stirling polynomials de�ned in (3.13), the symbols (a; q)k are givenin (3.5), and the q-basi hypergeometri serie is de�ned by [16℄r'p� a1; a2; :::; arb1; b2; :::; bp ; q ; z� = 1Xk=0 (a1; q)k � � � (ar; q)k(b1; q)k � � � (bp; q)k zk(q; q)k h(�1)kq k2 (k�1)ip�r+1 : (3.35)Also we need the q-analogue of the inversion formula (3.31) [5℄(s)[k℄q = kXn=0 qkn�n(s; q); qkn = qk�n2 (n+1)(q � 1)n  kn !q �k�n; (3.36)where  kn !q = (q; q)k(q; q)n(q; q)k�n :Notie that the above expressions transform into the lassial ones when q ! 1. Then, tosolve the linearization problem(s)[m℄q (s)[j℄q = m+jXn=0 qm;j;n�n(s; q); (3.37)we apply the same proedure as before, i.e.,qm;j;n = m+j�nXk=0 ~Lmj k+n(q)qk+n n;where ~Lmj k+n(q) are given in (3.23) and qk+n n by (3.36). Again, some straightforwardalulations (in whih we use some identities involving the (a; q)n and (a; q)[n℄ symbols[16, 17℄) lead us to the expressionqm;j;n = qm+j+mj�n2 (n+1)�m+j�n(q � 1)n  j +mn !q 3b'1  q�m; q�j qn�m�jq�m�j ; q; 1(1� q)qn+1�! :Here, we use the funtion r b'p de�ned byr b'p � a1; a2; :::; arb1; b2; :::; bp ; q ; z� = 1Xk=0 (a1; q)k � � � (ar; q)k(b1; q)k � � � (bp; q)k zk(q; q)k : (3.38)Notie also that in the ase when q ! 1, Eq. (3.37) transforms into the lassial one (3.32).Obviously, the same an be done with others q-polynomials (e.g. q-Hahn, q-Meixner,et [3, 17℄). Also, analogues of the problem (3.33) an be solved in a similar way.SummaryIn the present work we have developed a general reurrent method for solving the lineariza-tion problem for a produt of two polynomials in the exponential lattie x(s) = 1qs + 3,obtaining the expliit solution in the ase of the q-analogues of the Pohhammer symbol and12
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